In this paper we study the problem of detecting subspace signals in subspace interference and broadband noise. W e derive the generalized likelihood ratio
Introduction
The matched filter, or more accurately the matched signal detector, is one of the basic building blocks of signal processing. However, in many applications the rank-1 matched signal detector is replaced by a multirank matched subspace detector. In fact, the matched subspace detector is really the general building block, and the matched signal detector is a special case. In sonar signal processing, the matched subspace detector is called a matched field detector.
Our program in this pa er is to derive generalized likelihood ratio tests [GLRTs) for the class of problems studied in 1,4-61 and generalize them to inance classes for these GLRTs, we are able to establish that the GLRTs are invariant to a natural group of transformations and optimum within the class of detectors which share these invariances. This establishes once and for all the optimality of the GLIlT for solving matched subspace detection problems and answers 'no' to the question, 'can the GLRT be improved upon?' This result holds for all finite sample sizes, thereby improving on the standard asymptotic theory of the GLRT. As we shall find, the GLRT declude subspace inter I erences. By studying the invariThis work supported by the Office of Naval Research, Mathematics Division, Statistics and Probability Branch, under Contracts N00014-89-J 1070 and N00014-91-J1602, and by the National Science Foundation under grant MIP-90-17221.
tector may be interpreted as a null steering or interference rejecting processor followed by a matched subspace detector, In addition to tying up the theories of invariance and the GLRT, our results generalize and extend previous work on these problems published in
Detection problems
The detection problems to be studied in this paper may be described as follows. We are given N samples from a real, scalar time series { y(n), n = 0, 1, . . . , Nl} which are assembled into the N-dimensional mea-
Based on these data, we must decide between two possible hypotheses regarding how the data was generated. The null hypothesis HO says that the data consist of noise v only. The alternative hypothesis HI says that the data consist of a sum of signal and noise.
That is, (2.1) We shall assume that the signal x obeys the linear x = He, H E R N x p , @ E R p , (2.2) and the noise is MVN with mean S4 and covariance
We shall assume that H, S , and Ro are known, although we will offer some ways to relax this assumption in our conclusions. The detection problem outlined here applies to the detection of lines or modal signals in broadband noise and narrowband inteferences or to the detection of propagating fields (whether planar or not) in propagating interferences and broadband noise.
Linear algebraic preliminaries
When we say that the signal x obeys the linear subspace model x = He, we are saying that the vector x E RN actually lies in a pdimensional subspace of RN which we denote (H). The subspace (H) is the range of the transformation H . It is spanned by the columns of the matrix H. These columns comprise a basis for the subspace, and the elements of
are the coordinates of x with respect to this basis. Similarly, the interference S 4 lies in a t-dimensional subspace of E N . This subspace, spanned by the columns of S , is denoted ( S ) .
Together, the columns of the concatenated matrix
This subspace is illustrated in Figure 1 . The orthogo-
where PHS is the projection In the first of these decompositions, the orthogonal projection PHS is resolved into oblique projections EHS and ESH, where EHS and ESH have respective range spaces (H) and ( S ) and respective null spaces (S) and (H):
EHS = H ( H~P & H ) -' H~P~ (3.3) ESH = S(STPhS)-'STPb.
The second decomposition resolves PHS into the orthogonal projections P s and Ppi H . The subspace ( P i H ) is the subspace spanned by columns of the matrix P i H . Geometrically, the subspace ( P i H ) is the part of (H) which is unaccounted for by the subspace ( S ) , when (H) is resolved into ( S ) @ (S)'. The ranges of P p r~ and P s are ( P i H ) and (S), and the null spaces of P p l~ and P s are 
4) S
We will simplify our notation by defining the matrix G = P i H , the subspace (G) = ( P i H ) , and the pro-jector PG = P p l~ = P~E H s .
Then we may summarize our decomposition of PHS as S PHS = EHS + ESH = P s + P',P,P',. (3.5)
The corresponding identity for P h s = I -PHS is
Note that P i -P h s is just the projection
P& -p k S = P $ P G P~ = P~E H S P~. (3.7)
Equations (3.6) and (3.7) are key identities. They will allow us to write quadratic forms in measurements y as follows:
y T ( p i -P h s ) y = y T P & P~P i y = y T P i E~s P i y y T p k S y = y T p i p & p k y = y T p i ( l -E H S ) P~Y .
(3.8) These quadratic forms are fundamental to our study of the GLRT.
4
The question we pose is this: "What can we say about the (generalized) likelihood ratio when unknown parameters are replaced by maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of them? In other words, what kinds of invariances does the estimated likelihood ratio have, and how is it distributed? As we shall see, these questions underlie a systematic discussion of the GLRT, its invariances, and its optimality. 
--
We shall have more to say about these MLEs shortly. When u2 is known, then there is no need to estimate U ' , and it will be convenient to replace the GLR by When U' is unknown, then U: = k lln~ll~. Then it will be convenient to replace the GLR by the (N/2)-root GLR
(4.4)
These two forms will play a key role in our studies of invariance. Although it is a slight abuse of terminology, we shall refer to L l ( y ) and L2(y as GLRs.
The GLRT. The generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) is a natural extension of the Neyman-Pearson likelihood ratio test:
where L(y) is L l ( y ) or L 2 ( y ) , depending on whether or not u2 is known. The function #(y) selects H1 when the GLR L(y) exceeds a threshold 9. The sup in (4.5)
is the sup over all parameters (e, U') under Ho. When the distribution of L(y) is known under Ho, then the threshold 9 may be set to give a desired constant false alarm rate (CFAR) &A. The probability of detection is
(4.6) Invariance of the GLRT. We shall say that the GLRT is 7-invariant if the GLR L(y) is invariant to transformations T E 7:
By studying the invariance class 7, we gain geometrical insight into the mathematical structure of the GLR. Furthermore, we will be able to show that, of all detectors that are invariant-7, the GLRT is the uniformly most powerful (UMP). This is the strongest statement of optimality that we could hope to make about a test of Ho versus H I , meaning that the GLRT cannot be improved upon by any detector which shares its invariances. We will argue that the invariances are so natural that no detector would be accepted which did not have them.
Subspace signal in subspace interference
This problem is a generalization of the matched filtering problem. The problem is to test the hypotheses is the space where x = H e lies afthrough the null-steering operator P&. As e is unknown and unconstrained, the signal to be detected can lie anywhere in (G). No signal of constant energy in ( G ) should be any more detectable than any other, so Ll(y) should be invariant to rotations in (G). The detector is-and should be-invariant to measurement components orthogonal to ( G ) . These natural invariances for this problem are illustrated in Figure 2 . 
111
The ROC curves for the GLRT are given in [9] . The detector diagram is given in Figure 3 . Note that the detector decomposes into a subspace filter for interference rejection, a subspace filter matched to the remaining signal, and an energy computation. These results generalize the results of [1,3,5-61.
interference matched energy rejection subspace computation filter 5 TI] (6.8)
The ROC curves for the GLRT are given in [9] . The detector diagram is given in Figure 5 . The detector decomposes into a subspace filter for interference rejection, a subspace filter matched to the remaining signal, and an energy computation, divided by the same operations with the matched subspace filter replaced by an orthogonal or "noise") subspace filter. These terference is absent, then P&H = H and the GLRs are y T P~y and y T P~y / y T P h y , which are distributed as x;(S2) and Fp,~-p(62) as discussed in [l] . The parameter 5' is then 5 x . x .
Conclusions
The generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) is a standard procedure for solving detection problems when (nuisance) parameters of the underlying distribution are unknown. Typically, nuisance parameters are things like bias, amplitude and phase of sinusoidal interference, noise variance, and so on. These parameters are of no intrinsic interest, but they defeat our efforts to state properties of optimality if we proceed along conventional lines.
In spite of its tractability as a bootstrapping technique for solving detection problems, the GLRT has been difficult to characterize in terms of its optimality. In fact, it has not been clear whether or not the GLRT has any optimality properties at all. So the question has remained, "can the GLRT be improved upon?" results generalize t 6 e results of [1,5-61. When the in-In this paper we have constructed GLItTs for subspace detection in subspace interference and broadband noise. We have derived the GLRT and established its invariances. Then we have drawn on the theory of invariance in hypothesis testing to establish that, within the class of invariant detectors which have the same invariances as the GLRT, the GLIM' is uniformly most powerful (UMP-) invariant. This is the strongest statement of optimality one could hope to make for a detector. For each problem, the invariances of the GLRT are just the invariances one would expect of a detector that claims to be optimum. The conclusion is that the GLRT cannot be improved upon for the problems studied in this paper.
Our final remark is that each of the detectors studied in this paper may be realized as a generalized energy detector or as a ratio of generalized energy detectors. A typical detector first projects data onto a lowrank subspace where interference is removed. Such an operator is usually called a null steering or interference rejecting filler. Then the detector projects the data onto a low-rank subspace that is matched to the signal that remains in the data. This filter is usually called a matched subspace filter or matched field filter. The energy of the filter output is computed and compared with a threshold. The detector structures of Figures 3 and 5 apply to array processing and to spectrum analysis, wherein narrowband lines interfere with our ability to detect broadband energy or viceversa.
When projectors are replaced by time-invariant, frequency-selective digital filters, then the detectors look like band-selective filters followed by energy detectors. It is not hard to imagine the low-rank subspaces of ElN replaced by low-rank subspaces of 
